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Abstract 
A sensor network is a adhoc network with large number of small 
sensor nodes.  In such network, the broadcasting and multicasting 
are the most common communication scenarios. But as the 
broadcasting performed, the traffic over the network increases 
extensively. Because of this, the network communication get slow 
and more chances of data loss over the network. To resolve the 
problem an effective routing approach is required that can ensure 
the reliable delivery of data packets. In this approach, the next 
neighbour selection is been performed under multiple parameters 
including the throughput analysis,  lossrate analysis, communication 
rate and the congestion analysis. The work is implemented in matlab 
environment and obtained result shows the effective route 
generation. 
Keywords: WSN, Congestion, Energy Aware, Routing. 

1. Introduction 
 
In the field of wireless networking there is another form of 
networking which is called as sensor network. A type of 
wireless networking which is comprised on number of 
numerous small sensor nodes and they are interlinked or 
connected with each other for performing the same function 
collectively or cooperatively for the sake of checking and 
balancing the environmental factors.  
 
A Wireless Sensor Network is the cooperative engagement of 
a collection of sensor nodes without the required intervention 
of any centralized access point or existing infrastructure. 
There is an increasing trend to adopt ad hoc networking for 
commercial uses; however, their main applications lie in 
military, tactical and other security-sensitive operations. In 
these and other applications of ad hoc networking, secure 
routing is an important issue. Designing a foolproof security 
for ad hoc network is a challenging task due to its unique 
characteristics such as, lack of central authority, frequent 
topology changes, rapid node mobility, shared radio channel 
and limited availability of resources 

The wireless networks use air through the operation of a 
communications protocol. For synchronization, wireless 
networks employ a carrier sense protocol similar to the 

common Ethernet standard. This protocol enables a group of 
wireless computers to share the same frequency and space. 

While the term wireless network may technically be used to 
refer to any type of network that is wireless, the term is most 
commonly used to refer to a telecommunications network 
whose interconnections between nodes is implemented 
without the use of wires, such as a computer network (which 
is a type of communications network).  

     
A. Issues and Challenges 
 
Designing a foolproof security protocol for ad hoc routing is 
a very challenging task due its unique characteristics such as, 
shared radio channel, insecure operational environment, lack 
of central authority and association rules among nodes and 
limited availability of resources [1]. A brief discussion on 
how each of the above mentioned characteristics causes 
difficulty in providing security in ad hoc wireless network is 
given below. 
 
1) Shared radio channel  
Unlike the wired networks where a separate dedicated 
transmission line can be provided between a pair of end 
users, the radio channel used for communication in ad hoc 
networks is broadcast in nature and shared by all nodes in the 
network. Data transmitted by a node is received by all the 
nodes within its direct transmission range. So a malicious 
node can easily obtain data being transmitted in the network. 
 
2) Insecure operational environment 
The operational environment in which WSN are generally 
used may not be always secure, for example, a battle field.  In 
such environment, nodes may move in and out of hostile and 
insecure enemy territory, where they would be highly 
vulnerable to security attacks. 
 
4) Lack of central authority:  
In wired networks or infrastructure based wireless networks 
it would be possible to monitor the network traffic through 
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routers or base stations and implement security mechanisms 
at those points. Since WSN don’t have any such central 
points, these mechanisms can’t be applicable to them. 
 
5) Lack of association rules  
In WSN, since nodes can leave or join the network at any 
point of time, if no proper authentication mechanism is used 
for associating nodes with the network intruders can easily 
join the network and carry out attacks. 
 
6) Limited availability of resources  
Resources such as bandwidth, battery power and 
computational power are scare in ad hoc networks. Hence, it 
is difficult to implement complex cryptography-based 
security mechanisms in such networks. 
 
2. Literature Survey 
 
V. Rajaravivarma, Yi Yang, and Teng Yang[2] provide 
details information about networking and applications of the 
Wireless Sensor Networks. They represent a new generation 
of real-time embedded systems with significantly different 
communication constraints 'Trom the traditional networked 
systems. 
 
Xiang-zhong Meng, Bing Wu [4]  explain  the problem of 
determining the node locations in wireless sensor special 
locating algorithm. Only knowing the right location network 
and brings forward a new locating algorithms of nodes, 
information, we can determine what and how WSN nodes are 
which requires some fake nodes that know themselves 
position operating. In WSN, right locating ofWSN node is 
the basic to information in advance, then realizes positioning 
node by clock-locating algorithms. 
 
Akramul Azim and  Mohammad Mahfuzul [13]     a new 
robust relay node based hybrid Low Energy Adaptive 
Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) which incorporates the 
recently developed energy comparison LEACH within the 
relay nodes based technique so that the network still operates, 
in absence of relay nodes, as long as even a single node 
having energy to communicate. The proposed scheme also 
maintains the efficiency of energy utilization through 
controlling the size of cluster in a distributed manner for the 
first time. 
 
Stefan Funke[6]  give the  hole detection algorithm and also 
gave procedure to identify nodes near the boundary ofthe 
sensor field as well as near hole boundaries. ZHAN Ying[9] 
researches on physical storage mechanism that is proper for 
the migration of Data Flow in Storage Node in order to 
associate physical storage resources with logical data 

resources. By establishing autonomous storage management 
model to meet demand of continuing availability and data 
integrity, we put forward to an autonomous algorithm which 
can support sustainable and intelligent management for data 
flow .Storage management control optimized is an effective 
method that will reduce the working time to large scale data 
storage management. 
 
Hang Qin and Zhongbo Wu [12]This paper investigates the 
load balancing in sensor nodes and wireless link based on the 
performance of wireless sensor networks. With an optimized 
model, the dynamic scheme of data collection and forwarding 
scheduling between grid-quorum is derived .evaluate the 
benefits of load balancing is presented, in order to access the 
profitability. The load balancing method in this paper 
outperforms others in terms of balancing factor, different 
nodes number and data scales of applications. 
 
 
Carl Larsen and Maciej Zawodniok [8] Congestion in 
wireless sensor networks (WSN) may lead to packet losses or 
delayed delivery of important information rendering the 
WSN-based monitoring or control system useless. In this 
paper a routing-aware predictive congestion control (RPCC) 
yet decentralized scheme for WSN is presented that uses a 
combination of a hop by hop congestion control mechanism 
to maintain desired level of buffer occupancy, and a dynamic 
routing scheme that works in concert with the congestion 
control mechanism to forward the packets through less 
congested nodes. The proposed adaptive approach restricts 
the incoming traffic thus preventing buffer overflow while 
maintaining the rate through an adaptive back-off interval 
selection scheme. 
 
Yao H. Ho , Kien A. Hua, Ning Jiang [14] In a Mobile Ad 
Hoc Network (MANET), communication connections need 
to adapt to frequent unpredictable topology changes due to 
the mobility, energy constraints, and limited computing 
power of the mobile hosts. we address this weakness by 
applying a cross-layer design, where the physical and MAC 
layer knowledge of the wireless medium is shared with 
higher layer, in order to provide efficient methods of 
establish and maintain routes. We proposed two 
connectionless-oriented dynamic route diversion techniques; 
and give simulation results, based on GloMoSim, to illustrate 
their performance advantage 
 
Arabinda Nanda, Amiya Kumar Rath and  Saroj Kumar [5] 
Rout This paper presents a dynamicdiscover routing method 
for communicationbetween sensor nodes and a base station in 
WSN.This method tolerates failuresof arbitrary individual 
nodes in the network (node failure) or a small part of the 
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network (area failure). Each node in the network does only 
local routing preservation, needs to record only its neighbor 
nodes’ information, and incurs no extra routingoverhead 
during failure free periods. It dynamically discovers new 
routes when an intermediate node or a small part of the 
network in the path from a sensor node to a base station fails. 
We are trying to find all possible loops and eliminate  the 
loops as far as possible in WSN. 
 
3. Problem Definition 
 
When we work with a large area network with dense nodes , 
there are some nodes that has to bear the heavy traffic load, 
then because of congestion or load they start losing the 
packet. This packet loss is bearable up to some threshold 
value, but as the packet loss exceed this level it disturb the 
whole network and now any kind of data transfer over this 
node is not reliable. Because of this there is the requirement 
of some such approach that can resolve this error. 
 
If this node is the center node or some other maximum load 
nodes, the problem is very critical. It starts losing useful 
information. In such case there are some approaches required 
to resolve the problem of congested node. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bad NODE 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1: Heavy Traffic Load on Bad Node 
 
 
 One of such implemented approach is to perform the 
load balancing, in such case the load will be shared by other 
nodes. But there are some cases when this approach is not 
beneficial such as  
1. In case of Centric node system, the data always pass over 

the center node, in such case we can implement above 
said approach 

2. In case of dynamic network any node can be attached 
any time. In such case we need some dynamics solution 
to implement it 

3. In case of cluster based system, each cluster defines a set 
of nodes. Some times each cluster is represented by the 
representative node. If this representative node is not 
energy efficient then we get the above said problem. 

 
From the observation we can say that congested node is one 
of the common problems in local area network. Now to 
resolve this problem we again get 2 problems 
 
1. Identifying the congested nodes , because in local area 

network it is not possible to track all the nodes always 
2. Another problem is to find other nodes to get required 

output. 
 
Proposed System 
 
The proposed work is divided in two phases  
 

1. Locating the congestion and low energy nodes 
2. Define it in the list of Block Nodes/Critical Node 
3. Define some other path to transfer data from other 

node , if there is no such node introduce a new node 
dynamically, that can replace this node 

 
                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Flow of Work 
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Now the proposed system will be represented as an approach 
or the framework to resolve the above said problem. These 
steps are explained as:- 
 
WSN nodes are usually placed in different environment, to 
accomplish monitoring task. The general example is WSN 
nodes are bring to war field by air. These random placing 
WSN nodes aren't known in advance, so WSN nodes must 
have the ability to locating. WSN node self-locating is that 
WSN nodes is located by some known nodes and using 
special locating algorithm. Only knowing the right location 
information, we can determine what and how WSN nodes are 
operating but have other applications. For instance position 
information can increase routing efficiently; realize load 
balance of network and auto-topology of network. In WSN 
right locating of WSN nodes is very important to every kind 
of application. Global position system (GPS) is applied 
widely to be restricted by cost and other problems, even these 
methods are not feasible in some situation. For large 
networks packets of very small chip and low power devices 
practical constraints of the nodes preclude the use of GPS on 
all nodes. Once the node located next work is define it as the 
critical node and then set some other node at its nearby 
position or introduce a new node instead of it.   

 
Next work is to shift the load of this congested node to this 
new node. This can be possible only in network where 
dynamic inclusion and execution of node is possible but in 
network where it is not possible. We suggest another solution 
to locate the new path. While moving to the next node it will 
check the next node is the list of critical path or not if it is in 
that list the control will not move to that node and it will 
search for some other node dynamically and a new route will 
be search for the data transmission. We have to keep in mind 
this new route cost is closer to the existing path, it means the 
removal of that node does not means that there is some 
compromise with the efficiency. Still there are some chances 
of efficiency degradation but is minor if a true algorithm will 
be implemented 
 

4. Results 

In this present work, we have defined an improved safe 
routing approach to transfer data from congestion free and 
attack safe path. Generally, the shortest path is the most 
favourite area for the attackers to perform the intrusion, but 
the presented approach will not cover any node that is having 
the higher probability of the attack or the congestion. As the 
communication will be performed over a congestion free 
path, the energy and the delay over the network will be 
reduced. The presented approach is effective in terms of 
energy and the time as well as provide a reliable route over 

the network. The obtained results shows that the presented 
approach has improve the network reliability and the energy. 
The presented work is implemented in matlab environment. 
The results obtained from the system 

 
Figure 3: Energy Analysis (Existing Vs. Proposed) 

 
As we can see, in figure 3, as the data is transferred from a 
congestion free path, the overall energy consumed while 
performing the transmission is reduced as compared to the 
existing approach. 

 
Figure 4: Delay Analysis (Existing Vs. Proposed) 

 
As we can see, in figure 4, as the data is transferred from a 
congestion free path, the overall delay over the network is 
also reduced. 

5. Conclusion 

The given purposed research will provide the solution of 
packet loss in case of any heavy load node over the network. 
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The purposed work will first detect the heavy load node over 
the network and then block and perform the reliable packet 
dilivery. Now instead of transferring data on this node, it will 
be passing on from the surrounding nodes; it will only handle 
the transmission that is directed to it only. The algorithm will 
provide the better solution for reducing the power loss in case 
of some weak nodes over the network. 
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